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ricardo otheguy eds berlin and new
york mouton de gruyter 1989 number
53 in contributions to the sociology of
language joshua fishman series editor
ppap xvi 492 deutsche marks 178

english across cultures cultures across
english is a collection of twentytwotwenty
articles

two
with a single overriding theme the

spread of english has resulted in
interactions between interlocutors who
share the same language as a native
foreignfoi secondeign or newly indigenized
language but who often do not share
cultural or communicative norms such
interactions are often problematic to
explore the problems that arise in
communication between such speakers
garcia and otheguy have assembled a
volume of papers by authors of many
different nationalities with a focus on
language situations as diverse as the US
great britain australia new zealand
europe the caribbean india and several
areas of africa the pacific and the far
east

A number of articles in the book are
especially relevant to teachers of
ESLEFLVSLEFL including papers dealing specif-
ically with classroom interaction by
saville troike and kleifgen culture and

language in classroom communication
cazden english for academic purposes a
hidden curriculum in ways of speaking
malcolm invisible culture in the class-
room minority pupils and the principle of
adaptation and those dealing with larger
societal concerns and their relationship to
educational contexts such as the papers by
femandofernando english as problem and re-
source in sri lankan universities
christie questions of standards and
intraregional differences in caribbean ex-
aminations and edwards patois and the
politics of protest black english in
british classrooms

other articles do not deal directly with
classoomclassroomclas teachingsoom but are of inherent
interest to teachers and anyone concerned
with the comparative study of culture in
an interesting article dealing with routine
speech formulas in singapore cultural
congruence and conflict in the acquisition
of formulae in a second language kuiper
and lin argue that although many people
in singapore are bilingual having grown
up speaking both singapore english and
singapore hokkienhokkinenHok theykien are not bicultu
ral because their two languages code
essentially the same singapore chinese
culture john algeo a wellknownwell
dialectologist

known
presents a taxonomy of

britishamericanbritish lexicalamerican differences which
may not be of direct relevance to most
teachers of ESLEFL but which is
interesting on its own merits to all who

aminations
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simply enjoy the english language jeff
verschueren presents an analysis of
international diplomatic misunderstand-
ings that could have been averted had
those who spoke english realized that
speaking the same language does not
always mean saying the same thing

A major shortcoming of the book is the
lack of a satisfactory framework for
organizing the articles into a coherent
framework theme organization presented by
the editors four sections with very long
and very similar sounding titles is not
well motivated and at least half of the
articles could have been assigned to a
section other than the one they are located
in several other devices for organizing
material are easily imaginable for
example by geography europe asia
etc by interlocutor types native native

native nonnative or nonnativenonnativenonnative
interaction

nonnative
or by situational domains

classroom interaction business transac-
tions workplace relations politics and
diplomacy translation etc not all the
articles are of equal quality and the price
of the book 178 deutsche marks approxap
US

prox
118 is too high to recommend the

book to teachers for personal purchase
this volume should be part of every
librarys reference collection however and
should be consulted by scholars of
language and culture and those seeking
cultural information concerning areas of
the world of particular personal interest
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